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BIRLA SOFT PAPER ON 28th FEBRUARY
hi frenz!!
i got recruited for birla soft on 28th february,2007..it ws a two day jont campus drive....
first day we had an aptitude test and a group disussion..
the Aptitude test
the apti consisted of 50 questions.. first 20-25 (exactly i don remember)were technical..first three
questions were on conversion 4m hexadecimal to octal,binary and...there were ques on dbms as
wht is denormalization..,ques on java.c,c++...bt don wry guys...they were simple..
then nxt ws quant..ques on alligation,speed and distance.profit and loss,1q on probability..time
and wrk..
next were ques on English...they were pretty simple..choose the wrong sentence,synonyms,and
associate the meanings wd d phrases given..
the paper didn take mch time..it was easily completed in an hour..and for the non it/cse students
don wry bt the technical part..u tooo......can get thru ds.i too am an ece student.......
the results for aptitude were announced wdin two hours.......so we didn hav to wait mch..... and
ha.cutoff for the paper ws arnd 40..
next ws the group discussion round...the topics for the gd were
future of it industry in india
should ganguly be the captain of indian cricket team
shilpa shetty vs jade goody at big brother
love marriagesvs arranged marriages
and there were some abstract topics as wel......
the next day we had a ppt fst and then technical cum hr interview.. they started with simple hr
ques...i ws asked to describe my cv..i did.they asked me q on my cv...then being an ece student
they asked me abt the communication system...hw does comm happen..i xlnd transmitter,receive
nd bla bla..
what are analog and digital signals
advantages of digital over analog........he asked me to xpln in laymans language..
exmples of where are we using these signals..
itold analog at homes and digital in comp
wht type of signals are used in mobiles..
though i guessed it rt as digital bt he told earlier we were using analog bt nw digital..
some ques on optical fibres,their advantages..
he told me he was satisfied wd my knowledge bt electronics..
and then sm q on c...wt r data structures,wht is block.wht is page statement,explain float......
then i ws asked if i m comfortable wd c.....i told i am.......
then sm hr ques..
hw do u define success,hw many frenz u have,and ur positives...do u read nwspaper....sm budget
nws as budget ws out dose daz...and few mr simple hr ques..
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BIRLASOFT PAPER ON 30th JULY
Hi Friends, This is Sathappan.S (ECE) from Arulmigu Meenakshi Amman College of Engineering
guys who attended the BIRLASOFT campus at VEL MULTIMEDIA college on JULY 30th and 31St. It
is the first time for Birla to Recruit students in the south guys.
Totally 1160 from 21 colleges ,students attended the campus recruitment in vel multimedia college
guys the test started around 11:20 and lasted for an hour till 12:20.The written test cosisted of:
1)Technical (CODE CONVERSION,JAVA,DBMS,RDBMS,AND SOTWARE ENGG CONCEPTS)
2)Aptitude (TIME AND WIRK,RATIO AND PROPORTION,PERCENTAGE,ALLEGATION,SPEED,DISTANCE
ETC_
3)English (SYNONYMS,ANTONYMS,SENTENCE REPLACEMENT ETC)
DO NOT WORRY ME BEING AN ECE STUDENT I WAS ABLE TO CLEAR THE WRITTEN TECHNICAL PART
DA the written results were announced by 3pm OUT OF 1160 STUDENTS WHO ATTENDED THE
WRITTEN ONLY 95 CLEARED FOR "GD" GUYS AND I WAS NAMED FIRST IN THE FOURTH BATCH
GUYS.
The gd started by 4pm and being fourth batch I our batch was called as the second last baych guys
and my gd topic was mere "COUNT".the some of the other gd topics are
1)Throw me out
2)Pink
3)Sivaji
4)Sky
5)Single party democracy or multi party democracy etc.
The gd results were announced by around evening 6pm guys I was selected for the final
round from 95 members only 45 were selected for the final round guys and we were asked to
come sharply by 8am the bext morning guys. at 8 am we reported sharp but the final hr cum
Technical interview was started only at 9:15am and I was called for hr and Tech interview at around
10:15am guys there were three individual members luckily I got the same guy who was mu gd
panel the day before guys actually he is the training head for birlasoft. I entered and he asked me
some technical questions such as drawthe circuits for RL.LC.RC,RLC CKTS AND FRAME THE EQN
AND SOME LOGIC GATES QUESTION GUYS THEN IT WAS HR ,HE ASKED TELL ME ABOUT
URSELF,WHY BIRLASOFT,WHY IT INDUSTRY(MUST PREPARE NON IT GUYS),THEN STRENGTHS AND
THEN I ASKED HIM SOME QUESTIONS GUYS THATS IT MY INTERVIEW LASTED ONLY 10 MINS Then i
came out i waited for nearly three hours and at 1:30pm exactly they announced the result guys
only TEN were selected and in that to my surprise my NAME was first in the selected list guys and
they selected five boys and five gals in equal proportion guys.
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